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Trump is linked to Mikhail Fridman Israeli Billionaire who owns ALFA BANK
Is Jewish Oligarch the Cyber Link Between Donald Trump and Russia?
http://jd.fo/eOTY  via @jdforward

Is Jewish Oligarch the Cyber Link Between Donald Trump
and Russia?
Is a Russian Jewish oligarch with Israeli citizenship and close ties to both
Vladimir Putin and Benjamin Netanyahu a channel for secret cyber
-commu...forward.com
Mikhail Fridman "is closely tied into the Muscovite Solntsevo
(Solntsevskaya) Organization, one of Russia's largest and most powerful
organized crime associations, via funding from Alfa."
https://isgp-studies.com/cia-heroin-and-cocaine-drug-trafficking …

Fridman is one of the key people in Russia's Alfa Group.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfa_Group
A 2007 Stratfor report that was leaked through Wikileaks reads: "Alfa
Group is now involved in transporting drugs from Southeast Asia through
Russia into Europe, laundering money of Colombian drug cartels, and
bribing organs of justice in Russia. "The Russian Alfa Group, ran by a
number of Zionist oligarchs, has deep ties to Israel and the Mossad, the
CFR and Russia's notorious Solntsevskaya mafia. "Fridman is believed to
be at least partially responsible for many of the assassinations that plague
Russian society, regarding journalists Mikhail Fridman owns a large
mansion on the edge of Hampstead in London Fridman co-founded the
international investment company LetterOne. Advisers to Letter One's
board include Richard Burt. Richard Burt has advised Donald Trump on
foreign policy, according to Reuters. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LetterOne
These Russian billionaires are betting big on the U.S. health-care industry

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-14/russian-billionaires-p
lan-u-s-health-push-with-d-c-insiders … via @business

Russian Oil Billionaires' Next Big Investment - American
Health Care
Mikhail Fridman cashed out of his Russian oil venture near the top of the
market and moved to London to build an empire in calmer climes. Then
Brexit struck, reinfor… bloomberg.com

A server at the Trump Organization "communicated secretively with
Russia", a group of computer scientists believe. A 'malware hunter',
nickname Tea Leaves, told Slate he had found the server in July. Was a
Trump server communicating with a Russian bank? These cyber experts
believe so.
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/cover_story/2016/10/was_
a_server_registered_to_the_trump_organization_communicating_with_russ
ia.html?wpsrc=sh_all_dt_tw_top … via @slate

A Group of Computer Scientists Believes a Trump Server
Was Communicating With a Russian Bank
Read Franklin Foer's follow-up story for new statements from the Trump
campaign and Alfa Bank and analysis of the competing theories about the
...slate.com
"The server, 'registered to Trump Organization on Fifth Avenue', was
communicating exclusively and secretly with Moscow-based Alfa Bank,

according to Tea Leaves and his colleagues. When reporters began asking
questions, Trump's server went dark, the computer scientists claim. Did
Donald Trump have a secret server communicating with Moscow?
http://dailym.ai/2fyZgCp  via @MailOnline

Did Donald Trump have a secret server communicating
with Moscow? A malware hunter told Slate in a story published
Monday he found a server registered to Trump Organization,
communicating exclusively and covertl… dailymail.co.uk

Mikhail Fridman Mikhail Fridman - #63 Billionaires, #77 Real-Time
Billionaires forbes.com

A veteran spy has given the FBI information alleging a Russian operation to
cultivate Donald Trump
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/10/veteran-spy-gave-fbi-info-alle
ging-russian-operation-cultivate-donald-trump … via @MotherJones

A veteran spy has given the FBI information alleging a
Russian operation to cultivate Donald Trump
Has the bureau investigated this material? Motherjones.com Trump
campaign denies report of Trump Organization tie to Russian bank

Trump campaign denies report of Trump Organization tie to
Russian bank
The campaign denied a Slate report that said activity on an organization
server indicated ‘sustained relationship’ with Russia’s largest private
commercial bank theguardian.com
Alfa Bank was co-founded by an Israeli called Mikhail Fridman. Fridman
has links to the Rothschilds? US Senator Harry Reid is accusing the chief
of the FBI of holding back 'explosive' information about Donald Trump's
close ties to Russians. The FBI is sitting on 'explosive' information about
Donald Trump and Russia

FBI sitting on 'explosive' information regarding Donald
Trump and Russia, top Democrat insists
A top Democrat in Washington says the FBI has shone a spotlight on a
new trove of emails potentially associated with Hillary Clinton’s use of a
privat...
Independent.co.uk Donald Trump's mentor was Roy Cohn. hey used to

party together. Roy Cohn was the lawyer for the top Mafia families of New
York and Canada. Roy Cohn got Trump linked to key people. "Cohn was a
good friend of Craig Spence and together with top CIA and Army men, as

well as politicians and businessmen, he once threw his birthday party at
Spence's house. The Miami Herald reported that the CIA helped Felix Sater
conceal his conviction for securities fraud while using him as a spy in
Russia. Trump's friend Felix Sater launched the Fort Lauderdale Trump
Tower.

How a Diamond Heist and Russian Gun Smuggling Lead to
Donald Trump
Under normal circumstances, this might be an easy swap: thirteen of yours
for just two of ours. But Russia is going for the top of the list: infamous in…
themoscowtimes.com Donald Trump has done business with the Bayrock

Group, which has been associated with the 'CIA-linked' Gulen movement,
and which has been associated with Tevfik Arif, who was arrested in 2010
Turkey as a suspected organizer of an international ring involving young
girls. Trump pal busted for allegedly running hooker ring on yacht

Trump pal busted for allegedly running hooker ring on
yacht
Tevfik Arif, 57, has been detained in Turkey on suspicion of setting up
trysts between wealthy businessmen and Eastern European models - some
und… nydailynews.com "Trump bought 40 Wall Street (The Trump

Building) for a steal, because it formerly belonged to CIA asset Ferdinand
Marcos, and his assets were frozen." Donald Trump made a cool $90
million dollar profit on a Palm Beach mansion he sold to Dmitry Rybolovlev
is a Russian Mobster, who was indicted for rubbing out his chief business
rival in what Russian news agency TASS called a “contract hit.” indicted for
rubbing out his chief business rival in what Russian news agency TASS
called a “contract hit.”

